i Kids

Dinosaur

art kit
This all-in-one creative kit
should keep the little ones
busy this winter! Simply
swap the fabrics for
something they love and
include their favourite
colouring book
BY REBECCA MCCALLION
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Dinosaur art kit
HOW TO MAKE:
All seam allowances are 1cm unless
otherwise stated.

THE KIT OUTER

1

Lay out the pieces for the outside of the
art kit in order:
Outer top – dinosaur fabric, 48cm x 8.5cm
Outer strip – black fabric, 48cm x 3cm
Main outer – dinosaur fabric,
48cm x 20.5cm
Outer strip –black fabric, 48cm x 3cm
Outer bottom – dinosaur fabric,
48cm x 8.5cm

LEVEL:

i
MATERIALS:
i 50cm
dinosaur fabric*
i 50cm of 150cmwide black fabric
i Matching thread
i 48cm x 35.5cm
bamboo batting
i 3cm of 2cmwide hook and
loop tape (eg
Velcro) – cut into
two, 1.5cm pieces
i Colouring book
i Colouring
pencils
i Crayons

TOOLS:
i Sewing machine
i Erasable fabric
marker

CUTTING:

i In the following
measurements, the
first measurement
in each case runs
across the design
and the second runs
down the design*

From the dinosaur
fabric
i Cut two, 48cm
x 8.5cm pieces (for
outer top
and bottom)
i Cut one, 48cm x
20.5cm piece
(for main outer)

i Cut one, 24cm
x 32cm piece (for
pencil pocket)
i Cut one, 29cm
x 7cm piece (for
crayon pocket)
i Cut one, 24cm
x 8.5cm piece (for
pocket flap)
i Cut one, 7cm x
35.5cm piece (for
book
pocket feature)

From the black
fabric
i Cut two, 48cm
x 3cm pieces (for
outer strips)
i Cut two, 13cm
x 6cm piece (for
closure)
i Cut one, 48cm x
35.5cm piece (for
main inner)
i Cut one,
35.5cm x 23cm
piece (for book
pocket)
i Cut one, 46cm
x 35.5cm piece
(for left-hand vertical
pocket)
i Cut one, 24cm x
14cm piece (for top
pocket)
i Cut one, 24cm
x 8.5cm piece (for
pocket flap)
i Cut two, 84cm
x 4cm strips (for
binding)

2

Sew the pieces together, then stitch
in the ditch along both edges of each
black strip.

3

Cut one end of each closure piece into
the shape of an arrowhead. Fold raw
edges under 1cm and press. Place the
pieces wrong sides together and top-stitch
all the way around, enclosing the
raw edges.

4

Sew the closure to the back of the art
kit. Sew one half of one 1.5cm piece of
hook and loop tape to the closure. Fold the
kit in half and, on the front of the art kit,
mark the location of the matching half of
the hook and loop tape. Sew into position.

LEFT-HAND INNER POCKET UNIT

1

Take the left-hand vertical pocket piece
and fold in half, wrong sides together, to
make a piece 23cm x 35.5cm and press.

2

Take the pencil pocket and fold the
right-hand 32cm side under by 1cm.
Press. Fold the piece in half, wrong sides
together, to make a piece 16cm x 23cm
and press.

*Note

The fabric for this
project came from
one multi-patterned
piece of dinosaur
fabric

3

Place the pencil pocket on the left-hand
vertical pocket. Line up the sides and
bottom and pin. Sew through all layers,
sewing as close to the folded edge on the
right-hand side as possible. Sew through
all layers on the bottom edge also.

4

Mark a vertical line 11cm in from the
left-hand side of the pencil pocket.
Mark another line 4cm to the right of this.
Sew down both lines to create three pocket
compartments.

5

Take the crayon pocket piece and press
under 1cm on the top, bottom and
right-hand edges.

6

Position the crayon pocket 4cm above
the pencil pocket. Align the left side
with the outside raw edge and align the
turned under right-hand edge with the
right-hand edge of the vertical pocket. Pin.
The crayon pocket is not designed to lie
flat at this stage.

Choosing a panel-styled or multipatterned fabric will allow you to
select different images for each
feature

FINISHED SIZE:
i 48cm x 35.5cm
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i Kids
Create pockets
in any size and
shape you like

A feature here adds
interest for little ones
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7

Measure and mark the top and bottom
every 1.5cm; this is to create mini
pockets that will fit one crayon each.
Distribute the fabric evenly to allow room
for crayons and pin to the vertical pocket.
Sew down at marked intervals, through
all layers. Sew along the bottom, easing as
necessary. Sew down the right-hand side,
as close as possible to the folded edge.

8

Take the black top pocket piece and
fold in half lengthways to make a piece
7cm x 24cm. Press. Unfold and press all
edges under by 1cm, except the left-hand
side edge. Refold.

Try it with these
Why not change up your prints while
giving your art kit a cool winter look
with these fun fabrics from the Eskimo
Kiss collection at Timeless Treasures?

9

Position the top pocket 2cm above
the crayon pocket, aligning the sides
with the vertical pocket sides. Sew in place
on the bottom through all layers and sew
down the right-hand side close to the edge.
On both pocket flap pieces, mark a
point 3cm down on each short edge,
and mark a point 3cm on each side of the
centre on the bottom long edge. Connect
the marked points to make an angled flap
and cut along the lines.

10
11

Sew the flap pieces right sides
together, leaving the top open. Turn
right side out and press. Pin to the vertical
pocket, matching top edges. Adjust if
necessary so that it sits neatly over the top
pocket. Sew through all layers along the
top edge.

12

Hand sew hook and loop tape to the
centre of the flap and to the
top pocket.

RIGHT-HAND POCKET

1

Take the book pocket piece and fold
it in half lengthways to make a piece
35.5cm x 11.5cm. Press.

2

Take the book pocket feature piece and
fold the long edges under by 1cm
and press.

Frozen Kiss Patch Frozen Kiss Scenic
www.ttfabrics.com www.ttfabrics.com
(ask at your local
(ask at your local
fabric store)
fabric store)
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3

Place the pocket feature on top of
the book pocket, aligning left edges.
Sew down both long edges of the feature
through all layers.

ASSEMBLY

1

Assemble the inside of the kit as follows,
place the main inner piece right side up
on a flat surface, place the book pocket on
the right-hand side, feature side facing up,
raw edges aligned and place the left-hand
inner pocket unit on the left-hand side,
pencil pocket facing up, raw edges aligned.

2
3

Pin in place. Sew around all edges
through all layers.

Layer the kit components: place the
kit outer right side down, centre the
batting on top, and centre the kit inner on
top, right side up. Sew around all edges
through all layers.

4
5
6

Sew down the centre to create a fold
line for the kit.

Join the binding pieces to form one
long strip.

Line up the long raw edge of the
binding with the raw edges of the
kit. Sew through all layers, ensuring the
closure is pushed out of the way and the
pocket flap can still open. Fold the binding
over the raw edges to enclose, turn under
to neaten, and slip stitch in place.

7

Insert the colouring book by pushing
the back cover into the book pocket.
Place pencils in the pencil pocket and
crayons in the crayon pocket.
Now gift it to a lucky child!

Dinosaur art kit
Rebecca fell in love with textiles in
high school and has been sewing
ever since. She specialises in
costumes and home projects
and has begun to meddle in
the art of quilting.
Shop: www.lovegrowcreate.
etsy.com
Email: r.l.mccallion@gmail.com
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